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Abwehran Imperial Yards Small Craft

A collection of small craft built by the Abwehran Imperial Yards.

Civilian

Small craft designed for Civilian use only.

Military

Small craft design for Military use only.

Active

Achtung Assault Shuttle A combat aerospace craft used to transport infantry or at least a
single vehicle as well as provide close air support.

asd2_combat-recon_drone Currently in the Design Phase. The ASD2 is a replacement for the
old Mark II Combat Drone.

Mark II Combat Drone An unmanned combat drone used by military vessels for recon
and anti-strike craft/anti-ordnance defense.

Walküre-class Multirole Space Fighter A replacement for both the Raubvogel and Kondor Strike Craft, it
is capable of both Dogfighting and Anti-Shipping Runs.

Discontinued

Kondor-class Jagdbomber Formerly the Bomber of the Abwehran Weltraumflotte, the Kondor has
since been replaced by the Multirole Walkuere.

Raubvogel-class Abfangjäger Discontinued Interceptor.

Universal

Small craft that either that multiple models for both Civilian and Military or just have a single model used
by both.

Active

ASD1 Construction/Repair Drone Used for Construction and Repair Operations.

asd3_explorer_probe Currently in the design phase. An unmanned drone used to recon and
explore dangerous areas.

Maultier-class Transport Used for transporting cargo and personnel from Orbit to Surface.
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Schiffchen A small shuttle used to transport cargo and personnel from orbit to
surface as well as from ship to ship.

Station Escape Pods A small emergency vehicle for orbital facilities.

Discontinued

Mark I Construction Drone A discontinued unmanned drone used for deep space construction and repair
operations.
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